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Two-sided markets

One of the most important techniques in experimental economics is
to induce preference to subjects.
We are going to start with a two-sided market. (buyers and sellers).

I Reservation values (maximum amount buyer is willing to pay)
and

I Marginal costs (minimum amount seller is willing to sell)

Using this information, we can create demand and supply curves
(schedules)



Two-sided markets

Assume that there are eight traders in each side, with the following
values and costs

Values/Cost Sellers

1 0 0

2 0 0

3 2 2

4 1 0

5 2 0

6 0 0

7 0 1

8 1 0

9 2 1

10 0 4



Predictions

Competitive equilibrium
By inducing values for the supply and demand schedules and
allowing a particular format exchange we can test the
competitive equilibrium theory (CE)

Hypotheses:

1. Prices converge to where supply equals demand
2. Quantities converge to where supply equals demand
3. Total profit or surplus (consumer + producer) will reach the

maximum possible



Old Textbooks

Most of the economics textbooks you read assume the following in
order to achieve CE

I A large number of traders
I Every trader has perfect information in the exchange format.

What experimental evidence shows?
We do not need these two assumptions to achieve CE.



DA Experiments

We are going to work with three format exchanges:

1. Double auctions (DA)
2. Posted-offer
3. Bilateral exchange

DA
In a double auction, buyers made bids, sellers made offers (or
"asks") and all could see the highest outstanding bid and the
lowest outstanding ask.
Buyers could raise the current best bid at any time, and sellers
could undercut the current best ask at any time.
An exchange occurs as long as someone accepts the terms from the
other side of the market, i.e. until a seller accepted a buyer’s bid or
a buyer accepted a seller’s ask.



DA Experiments

The first DA experiments were performed by Vernon Smith, Nobel
Memorial Prize of Economics Sciences 2002 winner.

Figure: Predictions of DA



Excess of Demand and Supply

One might wonder whether the CE results change to extreme
situations of excess of demand and supply.
The results are that CE predictions still hold in the lab!

Figure: Changes on DA format



Shifts of Demand and Supply

Also, one can study how the (experimental) markets react to shifts
of demand and supply.
Again, results confirm the prediction...

Figure: Shifts of Demand and Supply on DA format



Random Shifts of Demand and Supply

If the shifts are random, the closing prices approach the equilibrium,
but it is not as sharp as we observe in the previous environments.

Figure: Random Shifts of Demand and Supply on DA format



Market Power

The designs we have discussed assume a number of sellers and
buyers.
Other relevant market structure is one seller in the market
(monopoly). In this case, we need to compute the marginal

revenues (MR)

MR =
�Revenues

�Q

Notice that we
cannot compute
derivatives
�Q ! 0.
Demand is not a
continuous
function!

Figure: A monopolist



Call Market format

I Call Market is similar to double auction but the market is
cleared at a single price.

I Call market is often referred to as a clearing house, and
occasionally as a (sealed) double auction.

Call Market
This format solicits a bid bi from buyer i and an ask aj from seller
j . The demand revealed in {bi} and the supply revealed in {ai} are
then cleared at a uniform equilibrium price p

⇤. With indivisible
units, there is often an interval of market clearing prices. It is
common practice to designate the midpoint of the interval as the
single clearing price.



Call Market Results

Early evidence from Friedman:
(...)The traded good is a financial asset whose monetary value is
state- and trader type-contingent. Traders possess asymmetric
private information on asset value. The results show that
clearinghouse markets are as informationally efficient as double
auction markets and almost as allocationally efficient; the double
auction encourages greater trading volume but the clearinghouse
provides greater depth; public orderflow information enhances
double auction performance but impairs clearinghouse performance



Posted Offer format

Posted offer (PO) is usually present in retail, online, etc.

Posted Offer
Under PO one side of the market posts the terms of trade and
traders from the other side are randomly allocated in a queue to
transact in the market.



Slow convergence

The evidence shows that PO converges slowly (or does not) to the
CE.

Figure: PO format



Excess of demand/supply

PO format where sellers post prices.

Figure: High prices



Excess of demand/supply

PO format where sellers post prices.

Figure: Low prices



Slow adjustment

PO format does not respond as fast as DA format.

Figure: Low prices



Monopoly

The outcomes are different compared to CE.

Figure: A monopolist



Decentralized format

The third family of formats we will study is known as decentralized
encounters.
For example, You might negotiate with your housemate who is
going to clean this week, or you need to decide which physician to
visit, etc.
We will start on the Ultimatum Bargaining due to Werner Guth.



Ultimatum Bargaining

I There are two players
I Proposer
I Responder

I The Proposer chooses an offer on how to split a fixed pool of
money

I The Responder chooses whether to accept or reject the offer.

The game is also referred as to take it or leave it.



Ultimatum Bargaining

I For example, assume that the pool is 10 and the offer is
represented as x .

I We can represent the game as follows

Figure: Ultimatum



Ultimatum (Preliminaries)

I There are two ways to represent games
I Normal form (like a matrix)
I Extensive form (like a tree)

I There are two types of nodes
I Decision nodes, next to the player’s label
I Terminal nodes, next to the payoffs

I The links represent consequences of decisions at each node
I The first player Proposer is usually known as first-mover.
I The way to solve this game is by backward induction



Backward induction

I Procedure:
I Fold back the game tree starting at terminal decision nodes.
I Keep only actions that give the highest payoff.

I Basically, you are finding the sub-game Nash Equilibrium.
I Nash Equilibrium requires that players are best-responding.



Predictions

I Recall, that we use backward induction

I
Proposer would like that Responder accepts the offer. Thus,
the offer has to be x > 0

I
Proposer’s offer affects negatively her payoffs, since there is a
fixed pool of money. Thus, the best offer is the lowest possible
value. Let’s say x = 1.

I What does the experimental evidence show us?



Predictions

I Ultimatum game has been extensively studied in the field and
the lab.

I Henrich and coauthors went here

Figure: Ultimatum in the Field



Predictions

I Overall, the offers are above min x > 0

Figure: Ultimatum in the Field

Source: [?]


